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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be an arbitrary field, and let V be a vector space over F. Let 
f EL?(V, V) be an endomorphism of V, and assume that % Q V is a 
subspace of V invariant under f; i.e. f(Y) Q sY. If dim Y = 72 and dim 
V = n + m, the relationship between the invariant factors of f and those of 
its restriction to %!, fiv, is a very well-known and classical result [2, p. 1491: If 
yrl*** IY,,+“~ and (nil*.* lo, (*I * means divides) are the invariant factors off 
and fig, respectively, then 
Furthermore these inequalities completely characterize the possible in- 
variant factors of the restrictions of the n-dimensional f-invariant subspaces 
of v. 
The translation of this result in terms of matrices is clear: The condition 
(1) completely characterizes the invariant factors of matrices with the form 
when only one of the diagonal blocks is f=ed. Actually, looking at the 
problem in this way, the solution is an immediate consequence of the 
G-Thompson interlacing inequalities for invariant factors [ 11, 121. 
On the other hand if A E Fnxn and B E Fnxm are n X n and n X m 
matrices, respectively, over F, then the concept of (A, B)- and 
i i 
$ -in- 
variant subspaces is well established. The aim of this paper is to investigate 
the relationship between the state feedback [3] or block similarity [9] invari- 
ants of a given pair (A, B) and those of the restriction of (A, B) to a given 
(A, B)-invariant subspace. But what is the restriction of (A, B) to an 
invariant subspace? 
It seems that there is not a unique answer to this question. On one hand, 
the geometric approach to the block similarity of matrix pairs has been 
broadly and deeply studied in [7] and [8]. There, a matrix with the form 
[AR] E Fnx(n+m), where A E F”‘“, is seen as the matrix expression of 
what the authors call a (P, I) block, i.e. a linear map 
f:V+ Im P, 
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where V is an (n + m&dimensional vector space and P is a projection of V, 
dim Im P = n. Then a subspace 1 of V is defined to be (f; P, Z&invariant 
if 
f(J) < &+ KerP. 
Now, if P(M) < &, the restriction of f to A, fix, is defined as the (P,,, 
I,,) block 
where P,, is the restriction of P to & and I,, is the identity on A. If 
P(d) CM, then it is shown that one can always find a projection P’ and a 
(P’, I) block f’ such that f and f’ are block-similar, P’(M) Q J, and J is 
(f’; P’, Z&invariant. Then the restriction fix is defined to be the restriction 
&. Finally it is p roved that different choices of P’ lead to block-similar 
(Pk, Zlx) blocks f& So th e restriction of f to A is unique up to block 
similarity. (See the definition of block similarity at the end of this section.) 
If we use this definition of (f, P, Z)- invariant subspaces, then we must 
make some adjustments in order to fit it into the well-established definition 
of (A, B)-invariant subspaces. In fact, & < F” is (A, B)-invariant if 
A(d) < J + Im B. Thus, in the above definition & must be seen as a 
subspace of Im P. Actually, the relation between (A, B&invariant subspaces 
and (f; P, Z&invariant subspaces has been given in [S]: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A E F”X”, B E F”Xm, and let P be a projection 
of F” with Ker P = Im B. Then .& is (A, B)-invariant if and only if _N is 
(PA; P, I)-inuuriunt. 
However, what one should expect from the definition of (f; P, Z)-in- 
variant subspaces is a statement like this: d is ( A, B)-invariant i.und only if 
it is (f, P, I)-invariant, f being the (P, Z)lblock associated to [ A B]. We will 
introduce a slightly different definition of (f; P, Z )-invariant subspace for 
which this statement will hold. 
Also we want our definition to generalize the following decomposition 
property of invariant subspaces of endomorphisms: Let V be an n-dimen- 
sional vector space, and let JY < V be a subspace. Let V* denote the vector 
space of the linear forms of V. Let f E~(V, V) be an endomorphism, and 
let its transpose be f’ E 2(V *, V*). It is well known that J is f-invariant if 
and only if .& 
{G 
’ is ff-invariant, where _&I = {x* E V*: x; = 0). If BJ = 
1 ,.... u,}isabasisfor.&and9,7=(o ,,..., uI,,up+ ,,..., u,}isabasisfor 
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V, then the matrix off in this basis has the form 
4 43 
[ 1 0 A,' 
where A, is the matrix of fiL in the basis gM and Af, is the matrix of fitAL 
inthebasis~~I={up*+l,...,2),*},~”I={DT,...,wn*}beingthedualbasis 
of 9”. 
In Section 2 we will give new definitions of (f; P, Z>- and (fi I, 
P&invariant subspaces and study some of their properties. In Section 3 we 
will obtain matrix expressions of (P, Z) and (I, P) blocks associated to 
extension bases of invariant subspaces, and we will see that these expressions 
are a natural generalization of the above result about invariant subspaces of 
endomorphisms. 
Finally in Section 4 we will study the relationship between the block 
similarity invariants of a pair (A, Z?) and those of its restriction to an (A, 
B&invariant subspace. 
A final comment: Associated to a matrix of the form [A B] E Fnx(n+m), 
we have a (P, Z) block f :V + Im P and a linear map modulo a subspace, 
f : V -+ V/W. The two concepts are equivalent (see [S]), and the theory we 
are going to develop here about (P, Z) bl oc k s can be done in terms of linear 
maps modulo subspaces (actually, the first version of this paper was written 
that way). The price of doing so is a little more cumbersome notation. Thus 
we decide to use the well-developed theory of (P, Q) blocks due to Gohberg, 
Kaashoek, and van Schagen. 
In the following section we will refer several times to the block similarity 
of (P, I) and (I, P) blocks. Following [5] and [7], we can give the following 
definitions: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let P, and P, be projections of vector spaces Vi and 
V,, respectively, and let fi : Im P, + V, be an (I, P,) block and fi : Im 
Pz + V, an (I, P,) block. We say that fi and fi are block-similar if there is 
an isomorphism cp of Vi into V, such that cp(Im PI) = Im Pz and 
fo@=pof,wh ere + is the restriction of cp to Im P,. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let fi : Vi + Im P, be a (P,, I) block, and let 
fi : V, + Im P, be a (P,, Z) block. We will say that fi and fi are 
block-similar if there is an isomorphism cp of Vi into V, such that p(Ker 
PI) = Ker P, and 6 0 fi = f2 0 q, where + = Pz 0 pII,,, ?, (notice that @ is an 
isomorphism of Im P, into Im P2). 
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2. INVARIANT SUBSPACES, DUALITY, AND RESTRICTIONS 
Throughout this paper we will use the following notation: V will denote a 
vector space over an arbitrary field F, and P will be a projection of V. 
Letf:Im P-+V bealinearmap.IfdimV=n+m,dimIm P=n, 
iu ,, . . . , u,,] is a basis of Im P, and {u,+l,. . ., u,+,,} is a basis of Ker P, then 
thematrixoffinthebases{u,,...,u,}and{u,,...,u,+,,}isoftheform 
A E F”‘“, B E F’“‘“, 
and A is the matrix of P 0 f, seen as an endomorphism of Im P, with respect 
to the selected basis of Im P. Since 
f’(Im P) = {x E Im P:f(x) E Im P}, 
we can identify f-‘(Im P) with Ker B. 
Recall that a subspace M of F” is -invariant if A(_& n Ker B) Q X. 
Thus a natural definition of 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f : Im P + V be a linear map. A subspace J of 
Im P is said to be f-invariant if f(& n 2Y) d A, where %! =f-%m P). 
Assume now that f : V + Im P is a linear map. If dim V = n + m, dim 
Im P = n, {u,, . . . , u,,} is a basis of Im P, and {u,+ i, . . . , u, +,) is a basis of 
Ker P, then the matrix off in the bases {ui,. . . , u,+,} and {u,, . . . , uJ is of 
the form [A B], where A E F”‘“, B E FnXm, and A is the matrix of the 
restriction off to Im P with respect to the selected basis of Im P. Since the 
columns of B are the coordinates of the images of the basis of Ker P with 
respect to the basis of Im P, we can identify f(Ker P> with Im B. 
Recall that a subspace J of F” is ( A, B )-invariant if A(J) < M + Im 
B. Thus 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let f : V + Im P be a linear map. A subspace _H of 
P is said to be f-invariant if fir,,, ,(M) G A + f(Ker P>. 
REMARK 1. In the above definitions V is not required to have finite 
dimension, and we will make this assumption for the rest of the section. 
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REMARK 2. If f : V -+ lm P is a linear map, we will say, using the 
notation of [S], that f isa(P, Z)block;andiff:Im P-tVisalinearmap, 
then f is an (I, P) block. 
REMARK 3. Notice that if J% < lm P, then fil, ,(A) < /Y +f(Ker P) 
is equivalent to f(J + Ker P) Q .J? +f(Ker P). We will use this characteri- 
zation rather than the previous one. 
Now we are going to give the concept of restriction of (P, I) and (I, P) 
blocks. We begin with (I, P) blocks. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Letf: lm P + V be an (I, P) block, and let A% be an 
f-invariant subspace of lm P. Then there exists a projection Q of V such that 
lm P = lm Q and 
6) f(J) = [f(A) n lm PI @ [f(d) n Ker Ql, 
(ii) f<A’) G A’ CB [f(A) n Ker Ql. 
Proof. Let J” be such that M = (1 n %) @A( where SY = f-‘(lm P). 
As J% is f-invariant, we have that f<A n ?Y) < AK We are going to show 
that fey> <f(A) n Ker Q f or some projection Q of V satisfying lm 
Q = lm P. 
First of all, f(N) n lm P = {O}, b ecause if y E fW) n lm P, then there 
is x ??Jlr such that f(x) = y E lm P. Thus x Ef-‘(lm P) = 72. Since 
x ~Jlr and then x EA, we conclude x E (_&n 22) f-M So x = 0 and 
y = 0. 
Furthermore 
f(J) = [f(J) f-l Im PI @f(4 (2) 
In fact, it is clear that both f(N) and f(X) n lm P are subspaces of f(M), 
and their sum is direct. Now, since J = (A n ‘Z) @fland ?Y =f’(lm P), 
we conclude that f(X) G [f(M) n lm PI +fbO 
Let J1 and Mz be subspaces such that lm P = [f(A) n lm PI @HI 
and V = [f(A) n lm P] @Xl @fW) @.I&, and define Q to be the projec- 
tion of V given by lm Q = lm P and Ker Q = f w) @.A$. We will prove 
that fw) = f(A) n Ker Q. F or, it is clear that fw) <f(d) n Ker Q, 
and if y E f(A) n Ker Q then y = f(x) for some x E..&. We can write 
x = x1 + x2 with x1 E.Mn Z and x2 EJX Hence y = fCxl) +f(x,) with 
f(x,) E~&Y) < Ker Q. Therefore f(xl) E Ker Q, and since x1 EMU ‘?Y/, 
f(x,) E lm P = lm Q. Thus f(xl) = 0 and y =f(xz) ??fw). 
Hence (i) follows from (2), and (ii) is a consequence of the fact that .4 is 
f-invariant and d = (_& n %!) @AC ??
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REMARKS 
(a) Condition (i) of Proposition 2.3 is equivalent to saying that f(d) is a 
Q-invariant subspace. Indeed, if f(J) is Q-invariant, then condition (i) 
follows (see for example [9]). The converse is a consequence of the fact that 
the only root subspaces of a projection Q are Im Q and Ker Q. 
(b) A projection Q satisfying condition (i) and Im Q = Im P will be 
called adapted to the f-invariant suhspace J. 
Proposition 2.3 allows us to define the restriction of an (I, P) block to an 
invariant subspace: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f : I 111 P + V be an (I, P) block, and let J be an 
f-invariant subspace of Im P. Let Q be a projection of V adapted to J. The 
restriction off to & is the linear map 
flx:M -tJ@9’, 
x 9-H 
where 9 = f(.&> n Ker Q. 
Notice that, using the terminology of [S], filr is an (Zjx, Q,I> block. 
There could be many projections adapted to a given f-invariant subspace. 
Thus the restriction of an (I, P) block to an invariant subspace is not 
uniquely determined. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that if Q and Q’ are two 
projections adapted to A, and fiAc and fix are the corresponding restric- 
tions of f to J%, then (f,,; I,,, Q,,) and <f/J; I,,, Q;nc) are block-similar. 
For (P, I) blocks we have a similar result to Proposition 2.3. First we 
prove the following technical result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let %, V, and E be linear spaces such that %!/, V Q E and 
?J n V # {O). Then there is a subspace W < E such that E = V @ W and 
?2=(2!‘v)@(~nW). 
Proof. Choose subspaces X and Y such that ?J = (% n V) @ X and 
V=(znVV)@Y.Itiseasytoseethat XnY={O}andalso(?znV)n 
(X @ Y ) = (0). Let Z denote a subspace such that E = (z n V> @ X CB Y 
@ Z. Put W = X @ Z. First we have that E = V CD W and X < 2 n W. 
Moreover the sum (a! n V) + (% n W 1 is direct and (S!/ n V) f~ (% n W) 
G Z. Now, if x E %! then r = x1 + x2, x1 E % n V, xp E X. As X G % n 
W, we conclude that %! < (% n V) + (%! n W>. ??
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f : V +~rn Pbea(P, Z)block,andlet~bean 
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f-invariant subspace of Im P. Then there exists a projection Q of V such that 
Ker P = Ker Q and 
6) f-‘(M) = [f-‘(A) fl Ker P] @ [f-‘(M) n Im Q], 
(ii) Q(J) is isomorphic to JY, 
(iii) f(Q<J>> < A?. 
Proof. The existence of a projection Q satisfying Ker P = Ker Q and 
condition (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5. 
In order to prove (ii), recall that Im Q and Im P are isomorphic by the 
restriction of P to Im Q (see for example 141). Hence, (ii) follows from the 
fact that P(Q(A)) = A. 
Finally let us show that f(Q(.&>> < 1. For this, we are going to prove 
that Q(M) <f-‘(L). Let x E Q(J). We can write x = x1 + xs with 
xi E.& and x2 E Ker P. Since 1 is f-invariant, i.e. f(A + Ker P> < L + 
f(Ker P), we have that f(x) EM + f(Ker PI. So we can write f(x) = m + 
f(p), with m EM and p E Ker P. Hence f(x - p) = m and then r - p E 
f-‘(M). By condition (i), x - p = p, + q, with p, E f-‘(A) n Ker P and 
9 E f-‘(A) n Im Q. Since x - 9 E Im Q, it follows that p + p, = 0. 
Therefore x = 9 E f-‘(A) fl Im Q. ??
A projection Q of V such that Ker P = Ker Q and satisfying condition 6) 
of the above proposition will be called adapted to the f-invariant subspace J. 
Now we can give the definition of the restriction of a (P, Z> block to an 
invariant subspace. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let f: V + Im P be a (P, Z) block, and let J be an 
f-invariant subspace of 1. Let Q be a projection of V adapted to .N. The 
restriction of f to J is the linear map 
x -+ P-if(x), 
where _Y= f-‘(A) n Ker P. 
Again the restriction of a (P, I) block to an invariant subspace is unique 
up to block similarity. 
Our next goal is to generalize the following well-known property of 
invariant subspaces with respect to endomorphisms: If f is an endomorphism 
of V and J is a subspace of V, then J is f-invariant if and only if J ’ is 
f ‘-invariant. 
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In the sequel V* will denote the vector space of linear forms of V. If 
f : Im P + V is an (I, P) block, then f” : V * + (Im P)* is not a (P”, I) 
block. However, Im Pt = (Ker P) ’ = {XT* E V * : x;;<_ p = O*} is isomorphic 
to (Im P>*. In fact 
cp:Im P’ -+ (Im P)*, 
is an isomorphism, and for each x* E (Im P)*, we have cpP1(r*) = y* E V* 
such that yrK,, P = 0* and YE”, P = x*. 
DEFINITION 2.8. 
(i) If f is an (I, P) block, then the linear map f* = q-l oft is a (P”, Z) 
block, will be called the dual block of f. 
(ii) If f is a (P, I) block, then the linear map f * = f t 0 q is an (I, P’) 
block, which will be called the dual block of f. 
If f, is a (P,, I) block of V,, f2 is a (P2, I) block of V,, and fi and fz 
are block-similar, then f: and f: are also block-similar. In fact, if $ is an 
isomorphism of V, into V, such that $ (Ker Pr) = Ker P, and the diagram 
fl 
V, --+Im P 1 
JI 
1 I 
4 ’ * = p2 o *,hl P,> 
$2 
VT --+ Im P. 2 
commutes, then $*(Im Pi) = Im Z’: and I,!&, p; = cur I 0 I)’ 0 rp,, where for 
i = 1, 2, cpi : Im Pi” -+ (Im P,)* is the isomorphism defined above. Hence 
the following diagram is commutative: 
Im Pi -2 (Im P,)* .fi V,* 
*,; 111 1’; 1 + -f 1 1 $,’ 
Im P: -2 (Im P,)” f: VT 
Similarly, if f 1 is an (I, P, ) block of V, and fi is an ( I, P2) block of V, 
and they are block similar, then f: and fz are also block similar. 
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DEFINITION 2.9. Let 4 be a subspace of Im P. We will denote by ~7’ 
the subspace of Im Pt defined by cp(JO> = _H’ , the orthogonal of J in 
(Im P>*; i.e., 
cp(J”) = {x* E (Im P)*: x;“~ = O*}. 
Given a subspace 9 of V *, we denote by 9’ the annhilator of Y; i.e., 
9’ = {x E V; x*(x) = OVx* EY’}. Recall that if J% is a subspace of V, 
then (.k I)’ = J and if 9 is a finite dimensional subspace of V *, then 
(Y’) 1 = 9 [4]. 
Notice also that if J? is a subspace of Im P, then .&O is a subspace of 
V*. It is easily seen that (X0>’ = M @ Ker P, the annhilator in V. Actually, 
it is not difficult to see that Jo = .H’ nIm Pt, 4’ < V *, i.e. do = (A 
$ Ker P)’ , and A’ = Jo $ Ker Pt. So (A0 @ Ker P”)’ = A. 
Now we can prove the following important properties: 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let f : Im P + V be an (I, P) block, and let 
f * : V * -+ Im Pf be its dual ( Pt, Z) block. Let A be a subspace of Im P. 
Then M is f-invariant if and only if A0 is f *-invariant. 
Proof. Let Z! = f- ‘(Im P). We have to prove the following equivalence: 
f(Mn 2z) d.4r @ f*(A” f~ KerPt) &Ho +f*(KerPt). 
It is known that if p Q V then f “( cp ‘) = [f-l< rp)]’ (see for example 
[6]). Then 
f*(A” + KerP’) <do +f*(KerP”) 
0 q-l(ft(.HO + Ker P’)) Q cp-‘(~8’ +ft(Ker P”)) 
@ f’(J” + KerPt) < .M’ +FY1 
0 f’(./%” + KerPf) < (x17 ‘Z)’ , (dn %)‘g (Im P)*. 
But f”(X) < Y ’ CJ f (Y) < X’, and since (MO @ Ker Pt)* = M, we con- 
clude that 
f*(&” + KerPt) <do +f*(KerPt) w f(_&‘fI %) GM. ??
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PROPOSITION 2.11. Letf: V + Im P be a (P, I) block, and letf* : Im 
P’ + V * be its dual (I, P”) block. Let 4 be a subspace of Im P. Then A is 
f-invariant if and only if A%’ is f *-invariant. 
Proof. We have to prove the following equivalence: 
f(.&%+ KerP) <A’+f(KerP) - f*(J” n Z!*) <A%“, 
where %* = f *-‘(Im P’). For this, we have 
f*(.l” n zY*> <A” w (f’o q)( Cp-Yd’) n 61((ft)-‘(Im P’))) 
< A0 a f’(A’ n(f’))l(Im P”)) Q do. 
It is easy to see that (f’)-‘(Im P’) = [f(Ker P)]’ : orthogonality in (Im 
P)*. so 
f*(..M” n Z*) G A% * f!(.H’ n[f(KerP)]‘) 
< A0 CJ f((J”)‘) < A+f(KerP). 
Since (A’)‘, the annhiiator in V, is A? @ Ker P, the proposition follows. 
??
We show now that there is a strong relationship between the projections 
adapted to invariant subspaces of (P, I) blocks [(I, P) blocks, respectively] 
and (I, P t, blocks [(P t, I) blocks, respectively]. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. 
(a) Let f : Im P + V be an (I, P) block, let A< Im P be an f-inuariant 
subspace, and let f * be the dual (P’, I) block off. Then a projection Q of V 
is adapted to A if and only if Q” is adapted to Jo. 
(b) Letf:V+Im Pbea(P, Z)bZock,ZetA<Im Pbeanf-invariant 
subspace, and let f * be the dual (I, P”) block off. Then a projection Q of V 
is adapted to A% if and only if Q’ is adapted to Jo. 
In the proof of this proposition we will use the following result, whose 
proof is straightforward: 
LEMMA 2.13. Let E be a vector space, and let F and G be supplemen- 
tary subspaces of E; i.e., E = F CB G. Let % < F and W < G be linear 
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subspaces. Then (SY CB W) ’ = (% ’ n G ’ > ED (W ’ n F ’ ): orthogonality in 
E*. 
Proof of Proposition 2.12. (a): First we have that Im P = Im Q if and 
only if (Im I’)’ = (Im Q)’ , i.e., Ker Pt = Ker Q”. Thus we have to show 
that f(d) = [f(d) r\ I m P] $ [f(d) n Ker Q] if and only if f- *(Lo) 
= [f*(.M’> n Im Q”] $ [f-*(.&Y’) n Ker P’], where f* = <f*>-‘. [We 
will also use f” for (f”>-‘.I 
Recall that f* = cp-’ oft, where cp(x*) = r$,, p is the isomorphism 
defined between lm Pf and (Im P)*. Thus f-*(.MO) =f”(.~?‘>, where 
_&I < (Im P)*. Now, since f”(&‘> = [f(~)]’ < V*, we have to prove 
that Q is adapted to _&? if and only if 
f(J)‘= [f(M)’ nlmQ’] @ [f(J)’ nKerP’]. (3) 
According to Lemma 2.12, 
= [[f(A) f7 Im P]’ n(KerQ)‘} 
@([f(L) n KerQ]’ n(Im P)‘). (4) 
Now 
[f(M) n Im P]’ n(KerQ)‘= ([f(k) n Im P] + KerQ}’ , 
and if Q is adapted to &, then 
{[f(J) n ImP] + KerQ}‘= [f(J) + KerQ]‘=f(J)’ nImQt. 
Similarly, if Q is adapted to A, then 
[f(J) n KerQ]: n(Im P)‘=f(d)’ nKerPt. 
Hence, if Q is adapted to A, then (3) follows from (4). 
Conversely, 
[f(J) n Im P]’ n(KerQ)‘= [f(d)’ +KerP”] n Im Q’, 
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but f(d)’ =f *(A’>, and if Q” is adapted to A+?‘, then 
[f(A)’ +KerP’] n Im Q’ =f(&)’ nIm Q’. 
Similarly, if Q” is adapted to Jo, then 
[f(d) n KerQ]’ n(Im P)‘=f(M)’ nKerPt. 
So from (4) we conclude that under the assumption that Q” is adapted to 
MO, 
and then Q is adapted to M. 
(b): The proof of th is part follows the same pattern as the proof of part 
(a>. ??
In the proof of the previous proposition we have seen that if f : Im 
P -+ V is an (I, I’> block, f* is its dual (I”, I> block, and M < Im P is 
f-invariant, then 
f-*( A”) n Ker Pf = [ f(d) n KerQ]’ n(Im P)' . (5) 
On the other hand, the restriction of f to A is 
with 9 =f<.M> n Ker Q, and we have seen that if A is f-invariant, then 
M” is f*-invariant and its restriction to Jo is 
f&o : Q'(.M") @P’* + Q’(.M”), 
where 2’* = f- *(A”> n Ker Pt. From (5) we have that 
_Y* =LP1 n(Im P)' . 
Similarly, if f : V + Im P is a (P, I) block, f* is its dual (I, P”) block, 
and A is f-invariant, then the restriction off to A? is 
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where 2 = f-‘(d) n Ker P; and the restriction of f* to Jo = cp(J ‘) is 
where 9* =_/-*(A’) n Ker Q”. But using the same arguments as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.12, we can see that 
f*(&“) n Ker Q' = [f-‘(d) rl KerP]’ n(Im Q)” . 
Therefore we conclude that 9* =._Yi n(Im Q)’ . 
3. MATRICES OF RESTRICTIONS OF (P, Z> AND (I, P> BLOCKS 
In this section we assume that dim V = n + nz and dim Im P = n. Let 
f : Im P + V be an (I, P) block, and let A < Im P be an f-invariant 
subspace. Let BJ denote a basis of A, say 
sA= {m,,...,m,]. 
We can extend this basis to obtain a basis of Im P: 
LB Im P = (ml,.. .,m,9,m,+l,...,m,~. 
Let JY be such that _,H = (.H n 2Y/) @.A( where ?Y = f-‘(Im P). Let Q be a 
projection of V adapted to A. Put 9 = f&V) = f(A) n Ker Q, and let 9& 
be a basis of 9: 
‘@y = {pl>...>p,j. 
Finally, let G’k,,o denote a basis of Ker Q containing g9: 
Since Im P = Im Q, the following set is a basis of V: 
glJ = {ml, . . ..ms.m,+, ,..., mnypl,...,pq,p,+, ,..., p,}. (6) 
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Bearing in mind that f(d) < .M GEJ 9, we have that the matrix expression 
for f in the bases gII,,, 9 and S’v has the form 
(7) 
where 
AI 
[ I 4 is the matrix of fiM in the basis gM and .~8”@~, with 
A, E FsXs and B, E FCIX”. 
Consider now the dual basis of V: 
g’,,* = {mT,...,mf,mT+, ,... ,mt,pT ,... ,p:,p,T+ ,,..., pz,}. 
A basis of Im Q’ = (Ker Q)’ is 
9 - (mT ,..., mt,mT+,,..., m*,l. Im Q' - 
Now, Im Q’ and Im P’ are isomorphic by the restriction of Pt to Im Q”. 
Then {PtmT ,..., P’m$, P’m:+l ,..., P’m*,} is a basis of Im Pt, and 
{P’mf,,,..., Ptmz} is a basis of do (recall that Jo = _,&I nIm Pt, 
M ’ < V *). Hence a basis of Q’(.J%“> is 
Furthermore, since 2* =f-‘(MO) n Ker P’ is 9’ n(Im P)’ , a basis 
of 23” is 
Let J~o : Q’(d”) @_Y* + Q’(.M’) be the restriction of the (P’, I) 
block f* to the f*-invariant subspace Jo. Now bearing in mind that 
f*(x*Xx) = X*(f(PX)> f or any x E V, it is a matter of computation to see 
that the matrix of fb~ in bases 9Q1(10) ugy, and ~&‘~t(~~~) is [ Ai Bk], 
with A; E F’“p”,X(“-“’ and B; E F(“-“)x(m-9). 
Assume now that f : V +Im Pisa(P,Z)block,andletJ<Im Pbe 
an f-invariant subspace. Let Q be a projection of V adapted to 4. Thus .,& 
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and Q(J) are isomorphic by the restriction of P to Im Q. kt a basis of 
Q(M) be 
=@&q = {~,,.-,~J; 
then a basis of _& is 
B1= {Pm,,...,P?n,}. 
We extend ~8~~~) to obtain a basis of Im Q: 
9 Im Q =m 1 l,...,m,,m,+, ,... ,m,}. 
Let _Y=f’(J) n Ker P, write 
*AT= {L...,Z,}, 
and extend this basis to get a basis of Ker P = Ker Q: 
S? KerP = {Z1>..., Z&+1 >...> ZJ. 
Then a basis of V is 
9” = {m, ,..., m,,m,+, ,..., m,,l,, . . . . Zq,lq+l,...Tlm}. (8) 
By Proposition 2.10, f(Q(&)) < J and also f(9) < d. Hence the matrix 
off in the selected basis of V and the basis of Im P given by 
9 ImP= {Pml,...,~m,,~m,+,,...,Pm,} 
has the following form: 
Moreover, [A, B,] is the matrix of the restriction 
in the selected basis of Q(J) e-9 and Q(J), A, E Fsxs, B, E Fsx9. 
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Next, consider the dual basis of V: 
L&* = {rnT ,..., mz,mT+, ,..., mt,l:,...,l:,l~+,,...,l~~}, 
and recall that 9* = f*(J’) n Ker Q” is equal to L?“I n(Im Q)’ . Thus a 
basis of JF* is 
On the other hand, a basis of Im P’ = (Ker P)’ = (Ker Q)’ is 
28 - {mT, . . . . m:, mT+l, . . . . mz). ImP’ - 
Now, since &’ = J ’ n Im P’, _& ’ Q V *, it is easily seen that 97’0 = 
lmT+ 1, . . . , mgl. 
Let f&o : .x0 +A0 @ 9* be the restriction of the dual (I, P”) block f* 
to the f*-invariant subspace Jo. Again it is a matter of computation to see 
that the matrix of f& o of Lo and ~~~ U BP* of do @9* is 
A”, 
[ 1 B; ’ A’, E F(“-S)x(“-S) and B; E F(m-9)x(n-s). 
As a conclusion we have that the results in this section generalize in a 
natural way the following well-known property of endomorphisms: If f : V + 
V is an endomorphism of V, dim V < 03, J? is an f-invariant subspace, ~8~ 
is a basis of A, and B’v is a basis of V containing BA, then the matrix of f 
with respect to S’v has the form 
where A, is the matrix of the restriction of f to d with respect to 9”. 
Moreover, Ai is the matrix of the restriction of f” to ML with respect to 
the basis of J ’ contained in the dual basis of S’v. It is also well known that 
A, is the matrix of the quotient linear map 
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with respect to the basis of V/. whose vectors are of the form 
vi EB” -Bx. 
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vi +_d with 
This result can be also generalized to (P, 2) blocks and (I, P) blocks in 
the context that we are presenting here. In fact, let an (I, P) block f : Im 
P + V be given, and let 4 < Im P be f-invariant. Let Q be a projection of 
V adapted to A%. Put 9 =ficA’> n Ker Q, and let firr : A +A @9 be the 
restriction of f to J. Let Q be the quotient projection 
Then we have that Im Q = 
Imp@9 
“Me39 
and the linear map 
f : 
Imp@9 V 
ACB.9 -x&z 
is a <@, Z) block, which can be called the quotient block of f. 
It is easily seen that if dim V = n + m and a basis of V is given by (61, 
then 
9 v = {~~,+,l~...7~7n,l~~~q+ll~~~~7~~~l}~ 
AeM 
where [m,] = m, + (.M CB 9); and a basis of 
.HCr39 
is given by 
It is clear that if the matrix of f is given by (7), then the matrix of p with 
respect to these bases is 
4 
[ 1 B, ’ A, E F(“-S)x(“l-S), B, E F(m-q)x(n-s) 
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Similarly if f : V + Im P is a (P, 1) block and J is f-invariant, then the 
linear map 
is a (P, I) block, where P’ is the quotient projection 
If a basis of V is given by (8), then 
V 
is a basis of - 
&@_Y.?’ 
and 
Imp@2 
is a basis of . Finally, if the matrix of f is given by (9), then 1 A2 
B,], A, E F(“<)?g,‘), B, E F(n-s)X(m-‘~), is the matrix of f with respect 
to the above bases. 
4. BLOCK SIMILARITY INVARIANTS OF RESTRICTIONS 
Let f : Im P -+ V be an (I, P) block, and let J? < Im P be f-invariant. 
Let firr : A -+d CB 9 be the restriction of f to A. In this section we will 
study the relationship between the block similarity invariants of f and fiL. 
We aim to do this in terms of matrices with the help of Section 3. First of all 
we recall the definition of block similarity of matrix pairs [3, 91: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (A,, B,), (A,, B,) E F”‘” X F”““. These two 
matrix pairs are said to be block-similar if there are matrices T E F”‘“, 
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S E Fmxm, and R E FnXm, T and S invertible, such that 
A, = T( A, + RB,)T-‘, 
B, = SB,T-l. 
Following 151, we say that a basis of V is adapted to a given basis of Im P 
if that basis has been obtained by completing the basis of Im P. It turns out 
that two matrix representation off in two bases of V adapted to two bases of 
Im P are block-similar and the block similarity invariants of f are those of 
any matrix representation off in bases of this type [5]. Thus, bearing in mind 
the results in Section 3, we can restate our problem in terms of matrices as 
follows: 
PROBLEM. Let A, E FPXP and B, E F qxP be given matrices. Let A E 
F nxn and B E F mX n be matrices with the form 
(10) 
Give a complete characterization of the possible block similarity invariants of 
(A, B) in terms of those of (A,, B,). 
Notice that with a pair (A, B) E F”’ n X Fmxn we associate a matrix 
A 
I 1 B ’ and this is the form of a matrix representation of an (I, P> block in a 
&a& of V adapted to a 
A complete system 
B) E F”‘” X F”‘” is 
pencil 
given basis of Im P. 
of block similarity invariants of a matrix pair (A, 
given by the Kronecker invariants of the singular 
A 
i.e., its row-minimal indices and the invariant factors. It turns out that the 
row-minimal indices of a pencil are the column-minimal indices of its 
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transpose. Notice that if A and B have the form of (lo), then 
Finally, if (A, B) E F”‘” X F”‘“, then the row-minimal indices of h[ I, 
0] - [A B] are known as the controllability indices of (A, B), and the 
invariant factors of this pencil are those of [AZ, - A -B] as a polynomial 
matrix. Thus we can restate our problem in the following terms: Given 
A, E FPxP and B, E Fpxy, what are the possible controllability indices and 
invariant factors of a pair (A, B) E FnXn X FnX”’ with the form 
(A,B) = ([2 ;I,[; ;I) EF”~“XF”~~ 
when X, Y, Z, and T are arbitrary submatrices? -- 
We say that two matrix pairs (A, B) and (A, B), with A, AE F”‘” and 
B, B E FnXm, are block-similar if ( At, Bt) and ( 2, B’) are block-similar in 
the sense of Definition 4.1. In other words, they are block-similar if there 
exist matrices T E F”‘“, S E Fmxm, and R E F”‘“, T and S invertible, 
such that 
T[A BI Til i = [A, B]. 
[ 1 -- 
Our main result in this section is 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (A,, B,) E FPXP X FPXq, and let k, > **. 2 k, 
and ylI*** I?, b e i t s controllability indices and invariant factors. Let n and m 
b e positive integers such that n > p and m > q. Assume that 1, > s-0 > 1, 
are positive integers and (Y 1 ) . . . ( a, manic polynomials satisfying 1 1 + *.. + 1, 
+ d(q) + ..a +d( a,) = n, where d(a) stands for degree of. Then there exist 
mat&es A2 E F(n-P)x(n-P), A, E F(n-P)xP, B, E F(n-P)X(m-9), and B, E 
F(“-p)x9 such that 
has 1 I,“‘, 1, as controllability indices and CY~, . . . , a,, as invariant factors if 
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and only if the following conditions hold: 
ajlYilai+n-p) l<i<p, (11) 
ki G li, l<i<s, (12) 
where ki := O for i > r. 
We will use some known results in the proof of this theorem. 
LEMMA 4.3 (Interlacing inequalities for invariant factors [2, 11, 121). Let 
A(A) E F[A]rxs and B(A) E F[ A](r+t)x(s+“) be polynomial matrices. Let 
(YJ *** Ia,. and PII *a. I Pr+t be th eir invariant factors, where we are assuming 
that cxi := 0 for i > rank A(h) and pi := 0 for i > rank B(A). Then there 
exist polynomial matrices C(A), D(A), and E(A) of appropriate sizes such 
that B(A) is equivalent to 
if and only if 
(13) 
As we have said, the controllability indices of a matrix pair (A, B) E 
F nxfl x Fflx7,l are invariant under block similarity, and it is well known that 
they form a partition of the dimension of the controllability subspace of (A, 
B). In other words, if 
S( A, B) = [B AB a.. A”-’ B] E Fnxnm 
and k, > *** > k, are the controllability indices of (A, B), then k, 
+ -.- + k, = rank S( A, B). 
Let rl > ..* > r, > 0 be the conjugate partition of (k,, . . . . k,), i.e. 
ri = #{j : kj > i} (# stands for the cardinality of a set). It turns out that these 
numbers can be defined in terms of ranks of matrices associated to A and B. 
Namely [3], 
r1 + *a* +ri = rank[ B AB --* A”-lB], i = 1,2,... , 
The sequence of numbers (rl, r2,. . . , r,,) will be called the Brunovsky 
indices of (A, B). Notice that ri + a.0 +rn = rank S( A, B). 
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The following lemma gives a canonical form of a matrix pair ( A, B) under 
block similarity. 
LEMMA 4.4 [l]. Let (A, B) E F”‘” X F”X”‘, let r1 2 ..* > rk > 0 he 
the nonzero Brunovsky indices of (A, B), and let y, I *** I y,, be its invariant 
factors. Assume that yi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , t and d(yt+ ,) > 1. Assume ah 
that rank S( A, B) = d. Then (A, B) is block-similar to a matrix pair (A,., 
B,) with the following form: 
A, = 
0 0 -.. 0 0 0 
ETZ 0 *.. 0 0 0 
0 E,3 *** 0 0 0 
. . . . . . . . 
(j (j ..: E;, (j 0 
0 0 ..a 0 0 N 
where Er8 = [I,( 0] E F’I”I-~, 1 < i < k (rO := m), and N = 
Diag( N,, . . . , N,_t), N, being a companion matrix of the invariant factor 
yt+i, 1 < i i n - t. 
Finally we rewrite as a lemma the result given at the beginning of Sec- 
tion 1. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A E F”‘” and B E FPXP, p < n. Let cxll.** Icx, and 
pII *a* I p, be the invariant factors of A and B, respectively. There exist 
matrices C E F(“-P)‘P and D E F(n-p)x(n-p) such that A is similar to 
if and only if 
ail Pil”i+(n-p)> l<i<p. (14) 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First, it is easily proved that (12) is equivalent to 
ri f si, l<i<n, (15) 
where (rl, . . . , rp) and (sl,. . . , sJ are the Brunovsky indices of (A,, B,) and 
( A, B), respectively. 
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Second, the Brunovsky indices of (A,, B,) and (A,, [B, 0]), where 0 is 
the p X (m - 4) zero matrix, are the same. Rename B, := [B, 01. We will 
prove that (11) and (15) are necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of matrices A, E F(n-p)x(“-p), A, E F(n-p)xp, and B, E 
F’” -p)xm such that 1, > *** > Z,y and (Y,I ... ICI, are the block similarity 
invariants of 
Now we split the proof of the theorem into several steps. 
Step 1: Necessity of (11) and (15). Assume that there are matrices 
A, E F(n-P)X(n-P) , A, E F(n-p)Xp, and B, E F(n-p)xm such that 
has CY~,..., CY, as invariant factors and sl, . . . , s, as Brunovsky indices. This 
means that (Ye, . . . , (Y,, are the invariant factors of 
Al - A, 0 -B, 
-A, I AZ -A, -B, ’ 
Since yl,..., y, are the invariant factors of (A,, B,) and thus of [AZ - A, 
- B,l and thus of [AZ - A, 0 -B,], the necessity of (11) follows from 
Lemma 4.2. 
On the other hand, if we put S,( A, B) = [B AB ..* A”-‘B], then we 
have that 
Si( Ag) = BI * A;Bl ... . . . Ai:lB, I 
and &(A,, B,) = [B, A,B, ..a Ai- 'B,], where the * ‘s are unspecified 
matrices. From the definition of the Brunovsky indices we get 
si = rank Si( A, B) - rank Si_,( A, B), l<i<n, 
where &,(A, B) := 0. This means that si is the number of columns of the 
submatrix 
I 1 A;- ‘B, * which are linearly independent of all columns preceding 
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them in Si( A, I?). Clearly this number is not less than the number of 
columns in Ai- ‘B, which are linearly independent of the columns preceding 
them in Si(A,, B,). Therefore si > ri, 1 < i < n, and (15) holds. 
Step 2. Suficiency of (11) and (15) when (A, B) is prescribed to be 
completely controllable. The controllability of ( A, B) is equivalent to (Y~ = 1, 
1 < i < n. Then (11) implies yi = 1, 1 f i < p, i.e., (A,, B,) is also com- 
pletely controllable. Hence C:= 1 si = n and CT= 1 ri = p. Thus, if we agree 
that ri = 0 for i > p, we have that 
5 (si - ri) = n - p. 
i=l 
(16) 
It is easily seen that we can assume without loss of generality that ( A,, 
B,) is in the canonical form given by Lemma 4.3. That is to say 
A, = 
0 0 *** 0 0 
Er2 0 ... 0 0 
0 ET3 ... 0 0 
. . . . . . 
(j (j ..: Ji;, ;, 
where r, > r2 > -1. > rk > 0 are the nonzero Brunovsky indices of (A,, 
B,). 
We proceed by induction on n - p = 1, 2,. . . . If n - p = 1, from (15) 
we have si - ri > 0, 1 < i < n, and (16) implies that si = ri for all i E 
(1,. . . > n) but for exactly one index, say h, such that sh = rh + 1. As ri = 0 
for i > k and si > si+i, 1 Q i < n, we conclude that h must be less than 
k + 2. In other words, there is h E (1, 2,. . . , k + l} such that 
s, = ri, l<i<k+l, izh, 
sh = rh + 1. 
Agreeing that r0 = s,, := m, we have that rh_ 1 = sh_ 1 > s,, = rh + 1. It 
follows then that rh_ 1 - r,, > 1. 
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Let ej denote the jth row of ZTh_,. Put L,, = erh+, and Li = 0 E F1"i-l 
for 1~ i < k + 1, i # h. Let 
0 0 a-* 0 0 0 
Er2 0 -a* 0 0 0 
0 E,3 *.. 0 0 0 
. . 
(j 0 ..: E;k (j 0 
L, L, ‘*’ Lk Lk+l 0 - 
(p+ 1)X 1 
B= 
< n. 
-- 
It is easy to see that rank[B AB .a* C’B] = s, + **a +si, 1 < i 
If we write A, = [L, L, **a Lk+l], A, = [O], and B, = L,, then (A, B) 
is block similar to 
Assume now that the induction hypothesis is true up to q - 1 and that 
si > ri, 1 < i < n, and CyS1(si - T,) = q. This means that si > r, for some 
i E (1, 2,. . . , n}. Let h = min{i : si > ri}. Then h < p + 1, because if h > p 
+ 1 then s,, > r,, = 0 = rl’+, = sP+, > s,,. 
Define 
xh = rh + 1, 
xi = rj, lgidp+l, i#h. 
For 2 < i < n + 1, i # h, h + 1, we have that 
Xi-l = ri_l 2 ri = xi. 
Moreover 
xh_, = f-h-1 = sh-1 > s,, > t-,, + 1 = xh 
and 
xh = rh + 1 2 rh+l + 1 > rh+l = xh+l. 
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Therefore xi 2 xi+i, 1 G i G p. Furthermore xi z ri, 1 Q i Q p + 1, and 
c,p_+, xi = C,p_‘,’ ri + 1 = p + 1. So, as proved for q = I, there exist 
matrices A,, E Flxp, A,, E F”‘, I?,, E FIXm such that 
has xi > *a* > xp+ 1 as Brunovsky indices. 
On the other hand we have also seen that si > xi, 1 < i =G n. Then by the 
induction hypothesis, there are matrices A,, E F(4-1)xr’, A,, E F(~-l’xl, 
A,, E F(Y-l)x(9-1) , and B,, E F(9 _ I)’ m such that 
has si, sa, . . . , s, as Brunovsky indices, and the theorem follows in this case. 
Before going into the noncontrollable case, notice that if (A,, B,) is not 
controllable then Zip_ 1 ri + C,P_ 1 d(ri) = p, and if ( A, B) is not controllable 
then Cy= 1 si -t CT=, d(q) = n. If si > ri, 1 < i < n, then C?=,(si - r,> 2 0 
and if (II) holds then Cl= ,[d(q) - d(ri)l >, 0 and Cy= ,[d(q) - d(-yi)l + 
cy=, (Si - rj> = n - p. 
Put 
n 
c (Si - ri) = U < n - p, 
i=l 
(17) 
and write 
si ~ ‘i ~ ‘,+,‘, lfifn (si := Oif i > n), (18) 
(Yi+ulYilai+n-p> l<i<p. (19) 
Step 3: Conditions (11) and (15) imply conditions (18) and (19). We are 
assuming that si > ri, 1 < i < n. In order to prove that ri > si+,,, 1 f i < n, 
notice that if ri < si+,, for some i = I, . . . , n, say st+,, > r,, then since 
si > rj, 1 < i < n, we conclude that si > ri for i = t, t + 1,. . . , t + u, and 
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k (Si - ?-j) 3 ‘&Si - ?-i) > u, 
i=l i=t 
contradicting (17). 
On the other hand, since we are assuming that (11) holds, in order to 
prove (19) we only have to show that CX~+~ I yi, 1 < i < p. As E~=,[d(a,) - 
d(-yj)] + Cl= r(sj - ri) = n - p, we can write 
id(q) = fl:d(v,) +v, (20) 
i=l i=l 
where v = n - p - u. Thus yi 1 q +,, _p can be written as 
Yi-ti 1 ai+u, l,<i<n, (21) 
if we agree that yi := 1 for i < 1. 
Now if for some i E {l, . . . , p} we have cxl+” = y,_,, then since -)J_, I 3/i 
we conclude that q+ u 1 yi. Assume then that i E 11, . . . , p) and CI,+~ # 7, _ “. 
The condition (20) can be written as 
i+u 
C [ d( aj) - d( %-n+p)] + it [d(aj) -d(Yj-n+p)] =‘* 
j=l j=i+u+1 
As y,_, I CZ,+~, CY~+~ z yi_,, and ~j_,,+~ I ffj, it follows that 
I? [d(aj) - d(Yj-n+p)] G ’ - ‘* (22) 
j=i+u+ 1 
But n - (i + u) > n - (p + u) = v. Hence in the sum (22) more than 
v - 1 nonnegative terms are involved, and therefore at least n - (i + u> - 
(u - 1) = p - i + 1 of them must be zero. That is to say, there are positive 
integers h,, . . . , /L,_,+~ E {i + u + l,..., n}, h, < -1. < JL~_~+~, such that 
d(oh,) = d(Y++p >, 1 -<j < p - i + 1. As yhj_-n+ 
Yh,-n+p = ah,, 1 <j < p - i + 1. Now observe t K 
I ohI we conclude that 
at hl Q n - p + i and 
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h, > i + u. Thus 
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and the condition (19) also follows in this case. 
Step 4: Sufliciency of (11) and 115) when CA, B) is not controllable. 
Since si > ri 2 si+,, , 1 < i < n, and ri = 0 for i > k, we have that s, = 0 
for i > k + u. If we put Ef=, ri = rank S( A,, B,) = d, then from (171, 
k + I, 
i;si=d+u. (23) 
Just as in the controllable case, we can assume that (A,, B,) is in the 
canonical form given by Lemma 4.3. Let (M, H 1 be its controllable part, i.e. 
0 0 **- 0 0 
ET2 0 ... 0 0 Er, 
0 
M= 0 E,? *” 0 0 , Hz 0 , 
0 0 ..a* E,.k 0 0 
(M, H) E FdXn x FdXf”. 
This pair has rl, . . . , rk as Brunovsky indices. Hence from (15), (23), and step 
2, there exist matrices M, E Fuxd, M, E FUxf’, and H, E F”‘” such that 
si,. ’ * 1 sd+,l are the Brunovsky indices of 
([: :J[fJ. 
Let N E F(p-d)x(p-d) be the noncontrollable part of (A,, B,), provided 
that (A,, B,) is in the canonical form given by Lemma 4.3. This matrix has 
yd+ iI a-- 1 -y, as invariant factors, and this sequence of polynomials contains 
the invariant factors of (A,, B,) which are different from 1. In other words, 
yi = 1, 1 < i < d. From (19) we get that LY~ = 1 for 1 < i < d + u. Put 
6i = Yi+d> l<i<p-d, 
!-% = ad+u+i, l<i<n-d-u=p-d+v. 
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From (19) we have that 
/-%lsil /-$+0, l<i<p-d. (24) 
Since 6,,..., SP_d are the invariant factors of N and 
p-d+o 
C d(pi)= id(s)= id(yi) +u=p-d+v, 
i=l i=l i=l 
we can apply Lemma 4.4 to find matrices N1 E FuXcnpd) and N, E F”‘” 
such that p 1, . . . , p, _ d + L: are the invariant factors of 
E F(p-d+o)X(p-d+U) 
Put 
-- 
Thus (A, B) E F”‘” x F”‘“, 
such that 
and there is a permutation matrix P E F n ‘” 
-- 
Thus (A, B) and (PAP-l, PB) are block-similar, and they have si, 
Brunovsky indices and (pi, . . . , a, as invariant factors. 
. . ..s. as 
m 
We finish this section with two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.6 (Interlacing inequalities for controllability indices). Un- 
der the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, there exist matrices A, E F(“-P)x(“-P), 
A, E F(n-p)Xp, and B, E F(“-p)Xm such that 
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has l,, . . . , 1, as controllability indices and (Ye, . . . , a, as invariant factors if 
and only if (11) and the following condition hold: 
1, > ki 2 ‘i+“-l]> l<i<r. (25) 
Proof From (18) we get si 2 ri > si+,* >, si+n_p because u < n - p. 
This is equivalent to (25). ??
ces 
From the proof of the theorem one can get the following result 
COROLLARY 4.7. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, there exist mutri- 
A, E F(n-P)x(n-P) and A, E F(“-P)Xp such that 
has 1 1, * * * > 1, as controllability indices and (Ye, . . . , a, as invariant factors if 
and only if (ll), (12), and the following condition hold: 
r = s. 
Last Remark. Further research is being carried out in order to provide a 
complete characterization of the block similarity invariants of restrictions of 
(P, I) blocks. 
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